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CALENDAR 
 

The Florida Daffodil Society Flower Annual Show 
 

Saturday, February  21 

Sunday, February, 22  

Tallahassee Nurseries 
 

10:00 a.m.  -  5 p.m. in the Greenhouse 
 

There will be free daffodils, gardening advice and 

information on membership.  Weather permitting 

there will be a talk on bulb behavior on Saturday 

at 10:00. 
 

Volunteers are still needed for Sunday to greet visitors 

and take down.  If you can work a shift on Sunday, 

please call 877-9753.  

 

Open Garden 

The Van Beck Garden will be open February 13 

and 14 at 6061 Weeping Willow Way, 

Tallahassee, FL   Ph. 850-878-9753 
 

 

Rain, Rain, Rain & The Dafs 
 

The local newspaper headline said 2014 was the 

rainiest year in two decades…68.47 inches and it hasn’t 

quit yet.  Tallahassee had a dryer than usual summer.  

Sound like the Mediterranean to you?  Well, the 

daffodils thought so.  Is spring early?  You bet!  But 

then, early spring has been predicted for everyone.  Are 

your dafs blooming early this year?  It would be 

interesting to know how far south this effect reached and 

whether you are having a banner bloom year.  Email 

lvanbeck@comcast.net to report! 

Perhaps we should change our recommendation 

to watering every day, as the size and abundance of 

flowers with this much rain has been phenomenal.  

This year the cold weather and rain on one hand 

sped up the bulb’s growth cycle, but on the other hand 

allowed the blooms to last longer.  The first to show 

these symptoms, was Rijnvelds Early Sensation. It 

came up for Christmas and lasted three weeks.  The 

florets on many of the tazettas, especially a variance of 

Grand Primo founded in Blakely, GA, have huge stems, 

big and strong and the result in the garden is a small, 

solid rectangle of white flowers.  Grand Primo can’t get  

out of the ground fast enough and some are blooming 5” 

above the soil.  Abba pushed the flower stock out of the 

ground with the flower capsules opening at ground level.  

So, all in all, it is phenomena to northern gardens.   

The combination of constant heavy rain 

followed by periods of full sun and cold temperatures 

trigged root growth and photosynthesis with the result 

that the daffodils are coming fast and furious.  In east  

facing beds, Carltons have been blooming for two 

weeks, while in other beds they are fat buds.   

It will be a great year for marginal daffodils.  

One happy surprise is Grand Monarch -- a tazetta rarely 

found east of the Mississippi, which is known for many 

large florets with pale cups.  They were spotted in the 

Van Beck garden as they were larger in stock and leaves 

than any of the other tazettas.     

Usually we hold the FDS flower show the first 

weekend in March, but that date is “late” for this year’s 

bloom.  It is difficult to refrigerate so many flowers for 

such a long time so the weekend of February 21-22 was 

selected.  The garden is full of buds, so if they open in 

time we will have a good showing of “the usuals” and 

perhaps a big showing of Telemonius Plenus, which 

takes forever to open but has already been working for 

more than a week. 

 

 

Maybe You Can Be Too Rich (& 

waiting on too skinny to go out of style)  
 

Gardeners who love daffodils are concerned 

about the obsession of “enriching soils” by gardening 

authorities in newspapers, magazines, etc.  First and 

foremost, our enemy in growing daffodils is basal rot.  

Anything that adds fermentation or “richness” is a 

problem.   

A rich soil will produce big green leaves and no 

flowers. In sprinkling fertilizer in the Van Beck Garden 

(0-0-30 plus trace minerals), a handful got dumped in 

one area and was not removed.  The result is huge leaves 

and no flowers.   

All dafs need drainage and lots of water, and 

some potash and super phosphate for sandy soils is 

justified for root growth and may be applied after 

flowering and in early fall.  Fertilizers should be applied 

in early September rather than early October.  

Remember:  a light sprinkling is all that is 

necessary! 
 

 

florida daffodil society news 



 

DAFFODILS IN PRINT 
 

Linda Van Beck is proud to announce the birth 

of a new book by Sara L. Van Beck titled Daffodils in 

American Gardens, 1733-1940.  It is a beautiful, unique 

book filled with colorful historic and modern botanicals, 

photographs and drawings of important gardens and 

their daffodils that she discovered in 11 states from 

Delaware to Mississippi.  There is a comprehensive 

history of daffodils from their European beginnings to 

World War II and, of course, a good chapter on 

cemeteries.   

The book took 4 years of research that combined 

archeology, plant science, locating obscure flower 

catalogues plus finding the gardens and recreating their 

patterns.  Published by University of South Carolina  

 

 

Press, 360 pages, 134 

color plates and 58 

illustrations.  Available on 

Amazon.   

There have been 

rave reviews already.  The 

Sherlock Holmes-like 

search through history 

gives a sense of adventure 

to the book. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

February Bloomers - 2015 
 

     
  Itzim             Unknown       Unsurpassable 
  

 

      
         Autumn Colors             Rijnvelds Early Sensation        Monal 

 

    
 Carlton               Ice Follies           Sweetness 

 

Dates on photos are incorrect – photos were taken in February 2015

 


